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WHAT WE SEE
- MAINLY A COAT OF PAINT.



But what is underneath?
Understanding some of this should help build a 

better model.

What is actually happening with the pipework, the 
valve gear and those other bits and pieces?

Utilising features in the model to help the model 
perform.



The boiler

- Actually on the model it is just the cladding!



It only looks like a boiler.



A Pipe & Rod drawing shows all the plumbing – and more.







There’s the more difficult plumbing.



… and there are the easy ones.



Some you don’t need the drawing.



Some of the smaller plumbing.



...and the larger.



The chassis
 On both the model and the real 

loco this is the  keel or foundation 
upon which the locomotive is 

assembled.



The  chassis with all its spacers.



Rather simpler on the model.



This chassis follows the prototype more closely.



…and there are the apparently simpler chassis’.



The chassis becomes the support upon which to 
build the superstructure.



The vexed question of valve gear.



Naming the parts.





Stephenson’s valve gear.
A drop in unit for a 7mm 4F and components for either a working or 

cosmetic set.



Tenders

More than a box that just holds 
water and coal.



Baffles and water scoop.



The model does just become a box to hold the coal!



But it can also provide the means for the loco pick up; 
alone or in conjunction with ones on the loco chassis.



Here it is split axle but  could be simple wipers.



Sources of information

Many publications, photos and 
plans, your own photos.



Drawings can be found in many publications.



Scanned images can be enlarged to see detail more clearly.



Pictures gathered from publications and some taken when visiting 
preserved railways.
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